ABSTRACT In order to simplify the management of the traditional network, software-defined networking (SDN) has been proposed as a promising paradigm shift that decouples control plane and data plane, providing programmability to configure the network. With the deployment and the applications of SDN, researchers have found that the controller placement directly affects network performance in SDN. In this paper, the state of the art of controller placement problem is surveyed from the perspective of optimization objective. First, we introduce the overview of SDN and controller placement problem. Then, we classify this paper of controller placement problem into four aspects (latency, reliability, and cost and multi-objective) depending on their objective and analyze specific algorithms in different application scenarios. Finally, we identify some relevant open issues and research challenge to deal with in the future and conclude the controller placement problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of information technology, the Internet has evolved into a complex large-scale infrastructure which deeply affect people's working and living style [1] . However, the complexity and closure of traditional network makes it difficult for administrators to operate and manage, especially in dynamic and complex networks. In consequence, there is an urgent need for a new technology and method to improve existing networks.
Software-defined networking (SDN) [2] - [4] is a new promising network paradigm that propose to solve those problem, which core idea is to separate the control and data planes, and to transfer the control function of network components (such as switches and routers) to the upper control plane (controller). This decoupling allows the network to be programmed directly which could achieve many benefits [5] , [6] , such as simplifying network management, improving network utilization efficiency, supporting network innovation and so on.
The representative southbound interface of SDN is OpenFlow [7] , which initially assumes that there is only one controller in the network for the sake of simplicity. With the expansion of the SDN network, it is hard for a single controller to meet the extensive management needs [8] . In order to improve the scalability and reliability of the network and avoid single point of failure [9] , logically centralized, physically distributed multi-control network architecture emerge, such as HyperFlow [10] , Kandoo [11] , Onix [12] and so on. Since the location and number of controller deployments have a huge impact on network performance in a multi-controller network architecture, Controller Placement Problem (CPP) has become a hotspot in current SDN research.
For a given network, Controller Placement Problem [13] primarily considers three issues: 1)the number of controllers; 2)the position of controllers; and 3)the allocation between switch and controller, aiming to optimize objectives, such as shortening the latency [13] - [15] , enhancing the reliability [16] - [18] , increasing the energy efficiency [19] , [20] , and so on. There are some surveys of CPP with different concentrations. For example, Singh and Srivastava [21] concludes the CPP research initiatives for various application scenarios considering various factors and constraints. Zhang et al. [22] proposes a comprehensive literature survey on multiple controllers with design principles, architectures and placement.
Hu et al. [23] summarizes four main research challenges in multi-controller environment: scalability, consistency, reliability and load balancing. Wang et al. [24] draws a taxonomy based on their metrics, however the classification is too simple and does not analyze specific solution.
In this paper, a comprehensive survey of controller placement problem in SDN is presented. According to optimized objective, the research literature is generally divided into four main categories: latency, reliability, energy and multiobjective.
In each category, we analyze the cause of this optimization goal and its impact on network performance, then introduce the representative models, results detailly for different application scenarios. The contribution of this article are summarized as follows:
• We present a detailed analysis of the objectives in CPP and summarize four optimized objectives: latency, reliability, cost and multi-objective.
• For each optimized objective, exhaustive theoretical and scenario analysis are proposed. Then, some representative and up-to-date models are introduced with solving method, results and relative merits.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the overview of SDN and CPP. From section III to section VI, we discuss the current research status of different optimized objective: latency, reliability, cost and multi-objective respectively. In Section VII, we discuss the promising research directions and issues to deal with in the future and finally, the concluding remarks are presented in Section VIII.
II. OVERVIEW OF SDN AND CPP
In this section, we introduce the basic architecture of SDN firstly, then present the general formulation and optimized objective of the controller placement problem, finally indicate the difference challenges of CPP in datacenters and WANs.
A. SDN ARCHITECTURE
The SDN separates the control plane from the forwarding devices (routers and switches), the logically centralized programmable controller in the control plane can grasp the global network information, which is convenient for operators and researchers to flexibly adjust and deploy new network architecture and related technologies. Unlike traditional network devices, forwarding devices (also known as switches) in the SDN data plane provide only simple data forwarding functions. Due to the simplicity of its functions, SDN switches can quickly handle matching packets and adapt to the growing demand for network traffic.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the basic SDN architecture consists of three layers: data plane, control plane, and application plane. The data plane has a number of network elements (switches), which provides the processing abstraction of data forwarding or streaming to the upper layer through a datacontrol plane interface (southbound API). The controller plane is composed of several controllers. Each controller performs fine-grained control on the network elements in the data plane according to the requirements of the upper layer application, and on the other hand, provides the abstract information model (such as resources, status, events, etc.) of the underlying network to the application layer through the application-controller plane interface (northbound API). The application plane consists of several SDN applications, which can submit the required network behavior to the controller through the interface (northbound API) in a programmable manner. 
B. GENERAL FORMULATION OF CPP
In order to describe the research of the controller placement problem in the network, we firstly present a general formulation of CPP. The SDN network is often modeled as a graph G = (V , E, S), where V presents the set of switches, E is the set of physical links among switches or controllers, and S denotes the set of controllers. Specifically, n = |V | presents the number of nodes and k = |S| refers to the number of controllers. The studies on the controller placement problem generally exploit methods to solve two questions:1) the value of K ; 2)S → V mapping relation, so that a predefined objective function is optimized. In table 1, we list down the mathematical symbols used in this article.
C. THE OPTIMIZED OBJECTIVE OF CPP
Heller first analyzed the impact of controller deployment on network average latency and maximum latency. Subsequently, other objectives have been proposed, including load-balancing, reliability, energy-saving. Because of conflict between different objectives, multi-objective optimization has also been a feasible solution. Figure 2 shows the overall classification of our state-of-the-art of CPP from the view of optimized objective. The CPP is firstly classified into 4 sections: latency, reliability, cost and multi-objective. Then the latency is further classified into 4 subsections: (a)average latency between controller and switch (SC-avg latency), (b)worst latency between controller and switch (SC-worst latency), (c)average latency between controllers (CC-avg latency), and (d)processing latency. The reliability is divided into 3 subsections: (a)multiple control-path, (b) multiple controller, and (c) shortest control path. And cost is split into 2 subsections: (a) deployment cost, and (2) energy consumption.
D. THE SCENARIO OF CPP
This article focuses on CPP in wired networks including datacenters and WANs. Datacenters are the cornerstone of the big data infrastructure supporting numerous online services which contain a large number of computers, switches, and servers. The peculiarity of datacenters are high density, limited space, and small scale. In contrast, WANs interconnect multiple local area networks or datacenters over geographically dispersed locations, and its characteristics are big traffic, long distance, high link cost and large scale. Because of the different characteristics of the datacenters and WANs, the solution of CPP in these two environments is signal different. Generally speaking, in datacenter, the goal of CPP is to get optimal solution; and in the WANs, heuristic algorithm or network partition should be adopted to find the suboptimal feasible solution in a limited time by reducing the search space.
III. LATENCY
Because the control logic of the network is decoupled from simplified switches and all functions of the network are carried out through message exchanging between controllers and switches, the latency is especially critical in SDN [25] . Network latency include queuing latency, transmission latency, propagation latency, and processing latency [26] . When the network is unobstructed, the queuing latency is negligible. The transmission latency is related to the data packet and port rate, and usually a fixed value in the case of the same network device. Therefore, the CPP problem usually only considers propagation latency and processing latency [25] , [27] where the propagation latency is mainly determined by the distance between two nodes and The processing latency is primarily affected by the processing capability and load of the controller.
As figure 3 show, the latency can also be analyzed from different levels of the SDN architecture. In intra-domain, there are two types of latency, the worst latency between controller and switch in D1 should be accepted and the average latency between controller and switch in D2 reflecting overall performance should be as small as possible; in interdomain, the average latency between controllers should be considered because of communication between controllers for view consistency, and the processing latency, which would significantly increase when load exceed controller processing power, should be reduced by load balancing between controllers. After careful analysis, we categorize the latency into 4 aspects: (1) the average latency between switch and controller (SC-avg latency), (b) the worst latency between switch and controller (SC-worst latency), (3) the average latency between controllers (CC-avg latency), and (4) processing latency.
A. SC-AVG LATENCY
SC-avg latency represents the average value of the packet transmission latency between the switch and the controller, reflecting the basic performance of propagation latency in SDN. The mathematical expression is as shown in Equation 1 .
According to the application scenario, the existing representative algorithm are divided into two categories. In datacenters, the general exhaustive algorithm is usually used to find the optimal solution, such as k-center [13] for static traffic, mixed integer programming [29] for dynamic traffic; in WANs, as the large number of switches, it cannot be solved by exhaustive way in a limited time, so heuristic algorithms [31] , [32] have also been proposed to reduce the search space and ensure rapid convergence to a near optimal placement.
1) K-CENTER
Heller et al. [13] proposes the SC-avg latency as a measurement of CPP to reflect the overall propagation latency between the controller and the switch in the SDN network firstly. The author selects 100 actual networks from VOLUME 7, 2019 Topology Zoo [28] to study the impact of different controller deployment strategies on average latency. The results show that in most medium-sized networks, a single controller could meet the latency requirements; at the same time, increasing the number of controllers can significantly reduce the average latency. However, the author doesn't propose theoretical analysis of algorithm.
2) MIXED INTEGER PROGRAMMING
Under dynamic traffic conditions, higher end-to-end traffic setup times may occur if there is no proper controller placement. He et al. [29] analyzes the controller layout of dynamic traffic flow based on the combined controller layout model: controller location and switch-to-controller assignment are optimized for the minimum average traffic settling time for different traffic conditions within the network. The linearization method is applied to transform the problem into a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem that can be optimally solved by Gurobi [30] . Two derivatives are also provided for comparison, one to optimize controller position and the other to optimize switch-to-controller assignment.
3) PARETO SIMULATED ANNEALING
In small and medium-sized networks, all deployment locations can be evaluated, but it is difficult to apply them to large-scale networks for limited computation time and resource constraints. Lange et al. [31] proposes the Pareto Simulated Annealing algorithm for solving controller deployment problems in large-scale networks. In the presence of time constraints in highly dynamic environments, heuristic algorithms allow for a tradeoff between time and accuracy.
4) DENSITY-BASED CLUSTERING (DBCP)
Since the heuristic algorithm may fall into a local optimal solution, Liao et al. [32] proposes a method called densitybased controller Placement (DBCP), which uses a densitybased switch clustering algorithm to divide the network into several subnets. Since switches are tightly connected in the same subnet and have fewer connections to switches in other subnets, it is sufficient to deploy one controller per subnet. In DBCP, the size of each subnet can be determined by the capacity of the deployed controller. In addition, the optimal number of controllers is obtained based on density-based clustering.
We investigate and analyze the controller placement techniques for SC-avg latency in Table 2 . We compare different techniques from the aspects of year, authors, method, simulation/evaluation and application scenarios including, datacenters and Wide Area Network (WAN). The √ represents feasible and × represents not feasible. The rest tables in the paper follow the same notation.
B. SC-WORST LATENCY
SC-worst latency denotes the maximum value of the packet transmission latency between the switch and the controller, which is usually an optimal objective in a high-performance environment or a strict constraint. The mathematical expression is as shown in Equation 2.
According to the application scenario, the existing representative algorithm are divided into two categories. In datacenters, Wang et al. [33] proposes optimized k-means for avoiding the impact of the random initial position. In WANs, heuristic algorithms, such as particle swarm optimization algorithm [34] and firefly algorithm [35] , are proposed to speed up in limited resource and time constraints; Sahoo et al. [36] divides network into several subdomains to reduce the search space and adopt meta heuristic technique to solve.
1) OPTIMIZED K-MEANS
In [33] , the concept of network partitioning is proposed by Wang to solve the controller placement problem. Specifically, the clustering algorithm is used to divide the network into subnets which reduce the complexity, and an optimized K-means algorithm is proposed to shorten the maximum waiting time between the centroids in the subnet and the related switches. Optimized K-means ensure that each partition can reduce the maximum delay between the centroid and other nodes, so performance is significantly improved compared to conventional K-means
2) ARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Liao and Leung [34] presents a distributed controller layout problem to find the best solution minimizing switch-to-controller latency for wide-area software-defined networks, controller-to-controller latency, and balancing controller load. Then, the paper introduces a generic model that considers not only the layout of the controller but also the allocation of switches. In order to solve this problem with huge search space without loss of generality, authors introduce a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) based on particle swarm optimization algorithm which maintains a precomputed global best position for each single goal and selects the global best position to guide parental variation
3) COOPERATIVE GAME
Considering the importance of k-means' initialization, Killi et al. [35] adds cooperative game initialization to k-means algorithm and divide the network into sub-region simulations as a set of cooperative games. All of the switches are considered as players, and each switch tries to form alliances with other switches to maximize its value. Through the real network simulation of OS3E and the topology zoo, the proposed algorithm can ensure that the worst latency between the controller and the switch is close to optimal.
4) FIREFLY ALGORITHM (FFA)
Although various solutions have been proposed to solve the CPP problem of small and medium-sized networks, it still requires an alternative solution for large-scale networks like WAN which choose the number of controllers and their locations under limited resource and time constraints. Sahoo et al. [36] proposes two random meta heuristic techniques to find the optimal position of the controller to optimize the delay between the controller and the specified controller. Authors develop a firefly algorithm (FFA) for solving CPP, where the fitness function is used as the controllerswitch latency, which needs to be minimized. We investigate and analyze the controller placement techniques for SC-worst latency. The results are presented in table 3.
C. CC-AVG LATENCY
Communication between controllers is crucial to achieve a consistent view of the network's state, which is required for proper operation of the network application. The observation and investigation confirm that the communication overhead caused by maintaining the shared state among the controllers is very significant. The mathematical expression is as shown in Equation 3 .
According to the application scenario, the existing representative algorithm are divided into two categories. In datacenters, Ksentini et al. [37] takes the controller as a participant in the game and optimizes the distance between controllers through game theory; Zhang et al. [27] transforms the CPP problem into the solution space pole by adding constraint parameters to cut the solution space of the original problem; Ishigaki gradually approaching a given target based on constraints of performance metrics. In WANs, Ishigaki et al. [38] considers CPP as a weighted minimum set coverage problem and propose greedy algorithm to solve it, but ignore the limitation of bandwidth, which is solved in [39] 1) BARGAINING GAME Ksentini et al. [37] presents the optimal controller placement SDN networks. The proposed solution aims to integrate three key objectives: minimizing latency, minimizing communication overhead between controllers and ensuring load balancing for optimal layout and controller count. These goals are somewhat contradictory, which leads authors to rely on bargaining games to find the best solution and ensure a fair trade-off between these goals.
2) MULTIPLE DATA-OWNERSHIP MODEL
Zhang et al. [27] discusses Pareto-optimal controller placements considering controller-to-switch average latency and controller-to-controller latency for WAN topologies adopted in some real ISP networks. The paper formulates controller placement problem as Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem to find the optimal placement that minimizes the reaction time perceived at the switches. Addition, authors provide new quantitative tools to optimize the planning and design of networks supporting the SDN network control plane, especially when the network is very large and adopts an in-band control plane.
3) GREEDY ALGORITHM
Based on graph optimization theory, Ishigaki et al. [38] considers the communication overhead between controllers and proposes the problem of minimizing the distance between controllers. The article considers this problem as a weighted minimum set coverage problem and proves that the problem is NP-hard. After that, the author proposes three greedy algorithms with different weights.
4) SIMULATED ANNEALING
By analyzing the complexity of the controller placement and traffic routing issues, Shaoteng et al. [39] introduces a generic black-box optimization process formulated as a feasibility problem which implements simulated annealing for association. Unlike existing methods, the optimization process adds the extra steps needed for quantifying the consequences of deploying a control plane solution that fulfills the specified reliability and bandwidth requirements. As a powerful predictive tool, service providers and operators can use this method to fine-tune control plane deployment strategies. We investigate and analyze the controller placement techniques for CC-avg latency in Table 4 .
D. PROCESSING LATENCY
Processing latency is mainly affected by the processing power and load of the controller. When the load of the controller approaches or exceeds the processing power of the controller, the processing delay increases significantly. Therefore, the processing latency is usually optimized by balancing the load of the controllers. The mathematical expression is as shown in Equation 4 .
According to the application scenario, the existing representative algorithm are divided into two categories. In datacenters, Yao et al. [40] proposes the capacitated k-center to limit the controller's load for avoiding load exceed the processing power of the controller. In WANs, network partition [25] and spanning tree [41] are used to reduce the size of the CPP and speed up.
1) CAPACITATED K-CENTER
In view of the phenomenon that the controller overload causes the controller processing latency to increase significantly, Yao et al. [40] considers the influence of the controller load for the first time, and propose the capacitated k-center algorithm to solve the controller deployment problem. The simulation results show that compared with the dynamic controller configuration or k-center strategy of dynamic scheduling, the new strategy can significantly reduce the number of required controllers, reduce the load of the maximum load controller, and reduce the radius.
2) MINIMUM SPANNING TREE
According to the network topology and load conditions, Jiugen et al. [41] model the network as a minimum span- ning tree structure, and the network is divided into k control regions by an equalization partitioning algorithm. Finally, in each sub-domain, the controller is deployed based on the principle of minimizing the sum of all switch-to-controller distances in the area. However, this algorithm can only deal with static traffic.
3) CLUSTERING-BASED NETWORK PARTITION
In order to decrease the end-to-end latency and processing latency, Wang et al. [25] adopt two-steps approach to solve. First, Wang divide the network into subnets to reduce end-to-end latency between controller and switch. A Clustering-based Network Partition Algorithm (CNPA) was developed for network partitioning. Second, place multiple controllers in a subnet with a large number of switches to further reduce processing latency. We investigate and analyze the controller placement techniques for processing latency in Table 5 .
IV. RELIABILITY
Since network failures could cause communication interruptions between network components (such as controllers or switches) in SDN, which lead to severe packet loss and performance degradation, it is of great importance to consider the reliability of SDN network when deploying controllers [42] , [43] . The management and control SDN messages are transmitted through the control path, so the reliability of the control path directly affect the reliability of the SDN.
A complete control path consists of nodes, links, and controllers. For controller failure, switches have to be connected to multiple different controllers to avoid single point of failure. And for node failures and link failures, the first approach considers that switches connected to a controller over two disjoint control paths and the second method attempts to reduce the length of the control path which consist of fewer network elements.
After analysis, we categorize the method of improving reliability into 3 aspects: (1) multiple control-path, (2) multiple controller, and (3) minimizing control-path, which are shown in figure 4.
A. MULTIPLE CONTROL-PATH
Multiple control-path means at least two disjoint paths connecting switch and controller, which protect the control path against single link and node failures by switching to an alternate path.
p denotes the probability of failure. P(s, v) is the probability that the control path is available. mcp(v, s) is the number of disjoint paths between node v and controller c. The mathematical expression is as shown in Equation 5,6.
P(v, s)
According to the application scenario, the existing representative algorithm are divided into two categories. In datacenters, Müller et al. [44] proposes Survivor to improving reliability by path diversity, however, path diversity makes traffic significantly increase, and Muller does not consider the capacity of the link; to address this problem, Vizaretta et al. [45] propose a link-capacity aware controller deployment method. in WANs, for reducing the computation complexity, a reliability factor is defined to replace the network average reliability in [46] while network partition is used in [47] to ensure rapid convergence to a near optimal placement. 
1) SURVIVOR
Müller et al. [44] proposes an enhanced controller placement strategy (Survivor), which deal with three main features (connectivity, capacity, and recovery), to improve SDN reliability. First, connectivity between switch and controller is enhanced by explicitly increasing path diversity. Second, controller overload is avoided proactively by adding capacity-awareness mechanism in the controller placement. Third, failover mechanisms are improved by the method of composing a backup list.
2) MIXED INTEGER PROGRAMMING
In order to avoid the control plane being affected by single link and node failure, Vizaretta et al. [45] adopts two strategies to solve the problem of reliable controller placement, and provides seamless failover by utilizing the principle of flexible routing. The first method assumes that the switch must be connected to the controller through two disjoint control paths. The second method assumes that the switch must connect to two different controller replicas through two disjoint paths. Both methods find the minimum length of work and backup control paths for fast and efficient failover.
3) CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
For improving the network average reliability, Liu et al. [46] proposes the clustering based global optimization algorithm for shortest path and the local optimization algorithm based on greedy algorithm for multi-paths. For reducing the computation complexity, a Reliability Factor is defined to replace the network average reliability in multi-paths.
4) BULLY ALGORITHM
By adding network partitioning strategy, Moazzeni et al. [47] presents Reliable Distributed SDN to improve the reliability of SDNs with distributed controllers. A new formula for calculating the reliability of each subnet based on load is proposed, and the number and degree of nodes and the packet loss rate of the link are considered. The coordinator detects any nonactive controller and will decide which other controller is more appropriate to take over the subnetwork through the detection phase which consider reliability and distance between the failed subnet and the assigned new controller. We investigate and analyze the controller placement techniques for multiple control-path. The results are presented in table 6.
B. MULTIPLE CONTROLLER
A controller, as a (logically) centralized control entity which performs fine-grained control on data plane and provide abstract view to application plane, is the Achilles' heel of SDN reliability since its failure would affect the normal operation of the entire network. Researchers have found that a switch connect to multiple controller could avoid single points of failure and obviously improve reliability.
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The mathematical expression is as shown in Equation 7 .
According to the application scenario, the existing representative algorithm are divided into two categories. In datacenters, Sridham et al. [48] proposes a switch-controller mapping scheme which assign flow requests to different controllers. In WANs, Li et al. [49] examine how to improve security through the Byzantine mechanism; and Ros and Ruiz [50] , pays attention to how to obtain high reliability by adding backup controllers, but ignore capacity of controller; then Killi and Rao [51] proposes a controller deployment strategy taking capacity and failure of controller into account.
1) LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Sridharan [48] proposes an efficient switch-controller mapping scheme for distributed controller architecture in SDN. This scheme maps switches to multiple controllers and distributes flow setup requests between them to minimize flow setup time and meets elastic constraints which require a specified portion of the setup request on each switch to be unaffected by the controller.
2) GREEDY ALGORITHM
Li et al. [49] presents a secure SDN architecture, in which each switch is controlled by multiple controllers in cloud using Byzantine mechanism. This paper study a controller assignment problem to minimize the number of employed controllers while satisfying the security requirement of each switch, in terms of the required number of associated controllers and the maximum latency among them. The author introduces an efficient algorithm to solve the controller assignment with a good result ratio with the optimal assignment.
3) HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
Considering synchronous traffic between controllers is a major source of overhead in multi-controller deployments, and each controller connection consumes switch resources, Ros and Ruiz [50] introduces the Fault Tolerant Controller Placement to obtain high reliability with fewer controller. Then author present a heuristic algorithm to solve this problem with 124 publicly available topologies.
4) SIMULATED ANNEALING
Killi and Rao [51] proposes a controller layout strategy that not only considers the reliability and capacity of the controller, but also considers the controller's failure, which avoid the drastic increase in management intervention, delay, and disconnection. It. The goal of strategy is to minimize the maximum latency for all switches, from the switch to the nearest controller with sufficient capacity and the delay from the first reference controller to its closest controller, which is a mixed integer linear programming (MILP 
C. MINIMIZING CONTROL-PATH
Usually, the breakdown of the underlying physical components results in failure of network units (e.g., link and node), and these failures are fixed and independent of each other [16] . As a consequence, we could reduce the physical units contained in the control path to improve reliability. The mathematical expression is as shown in Equation 8 .
According to the application scenario, the existing representative algorithm are divided into two categories. In datacenters, Hu et al. [52] obtains the optimal solution by gradually optimization based on constraints of performance metrics; Jimenez et al. [53] points out choosing the shortest path cannot achieve global optimality, and build a deployment mechanism depends on the physical network characteristics and the network. In WANs, from the view of distance, Zhong et al. [54] considers the CPP problem as the minimum set coverage; considering resilience and Qos requirement, Tanha et al. [55] proposes a clique-based solution to reduce calculation time
1) GREEDY ALGORITHM
Hu et al. [52] presents expected percentage of control path loss to measure the reliability of the SDN control network. After formulating the reliability-aware controller placement problem, the paper proves its NP-hardness which cannot calculate the optimal solution of the problem in polynomial time. This paper adopts greedy algorithm with different parameters to solve this problem using real topologies.
2) K-CRITICAL
Since poor controller selection can seriously affect the robustness of the control network and the use of more than optimal controllers may be inefficient and costly, Jimenez et al. [53] devises a new reliability deployment mechanism that the optimal number of controllers depends on the physical network characteristics and the network. The authors demonstrate that choosing the shortest path between controller nodes is not the best choice for improving control layer load and robustness. Then, the authors propose k-critical to construct a robust control layer that responds to network interference to select the controller.
3) MIN-COVER
In order to ensure the reliability of the control network and meet the required propagation latency, Zhong et al. [54] presents a min-cover based controller placement approach. Two metrics for control path reliability are proposed, and the definitions of neighborhood and minimum coverage are given.
4) CLIQUE-BASED APPROACH
Considering resilience and Qos requirement, Tanha et al. [55] proposes a clique-based solution to solve this problem that solution takes both the switch-controller/inter-controller latency requirements and the capacity of the controllers into account to meet the traffic load of switches. In addition, author proposed a polynomial-time algorithm to solve this NP-hard problem, in a view of the structure of the problem using cliques by finding the maximal clique to reduce the search space. We investigate and analyze the controller placement techniques for minimizing control-path. The results are presented in table 8.
V. COST
Considering the two aspects of economy and environmental protection, the cost consumption of the network should no longer be ignored with the rapid development of the Internet [56] . The cost of the SDN mainly includes the previous network construction and the later operation and maintenance costs. So, we classify the existing solution of cost into two aspects: (a) deployment cost, and (b) energy consumption. 
A. DEPLOYMENT COST
Deployment cost refer to the cost of network devices (controllers and switches) and their operational expenses, including installing the controller into the network, linking the controller to the switch, and linking these controllers. The mathematical expression is as shown in Equation 9 .
where C s means the cost of controllers, C l means the cost of connecting switches and controllers, and C t means the cost of controller interconnection. According to the application scenario, the existing representative algorithm are divided into two categories. In datacenter, Sallahi and St-Hilaire [20] adopts inter linear programming for CPP, however this method is only suitable for pure SDN environments; then Sallahi and St-Hilaire [57] adds incremental adjusting to original method for hybrid network. In WANs, in order to speed up the solution, Mostafa's method [58] choose the type and number of controllers firstly, and then determine the specific location.
1) INTER LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Given a set of switches that must be managed by controller, Sallahi and St-Hilaire [20] presents a mathematical model for the controller placement problem which simultaneously determines the optimal number, location, and type of controller(s) as well as the interconnections between all the network elements. The goal of the model is to minimize the cost of the network while considering different constraints. However, the proposed model could be only used by various enterprises and cloud-based networks
2) LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Considering that previous work could not meet large-scale network requirements, Sallahi and St-Hilaire [57] use the mathematical model proposed in [20] as a starting point and modify it so that expansion scenarios can be considered. which means adding switch and controller to existing network. The model is designed to minimize the cost of this reorganization while ensuring that the solution found is feasible
3) HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
In [58] , a framework is introduced which investigates the controller placement model with more realistic assumptions in two phases. Phase I determines the required number of controllers to purchase and deploy in the network, considering various controller types, costs and the structure of underlying topologies. Phase II tries to solve the controller locationallocation problem regarding two critical objective function, called the fair load distribution and inter-controller latency. Two powerful algorithms which inherit interesting properties such as greedy mechanisms, heuristic attributes and randomized procedures are proposed to solve efficiently two phases' problem.
We investigate and analyze the controller placement techniques for deployment cost. The results are presented in table 9.
B. ENERGY CONSUMPTION
The energy consumption of network devices under low network load still accounts for more than 90% of the load during busy hours. And a reasonable controller deployment solution could shut down links and controllers as much as possible when the network is idle. The mathematical expression is as shown in Equation 10 .
where w(v) is number of packets. And f (v, s) means the overhead of communication between v and s. According to the application scenario, the existing representative algorithm are divided into two categories. In datacenters, Ruiz-Rivera et al. [19] reduces the number of active links to save energy, however rerouting of control paths could cause controller overload; so Hu et al. [59] proposes a binary integer program to solve CPP which considering control-path latency and controller's load. In WANs, Fernández-Fernández [60] uses heuristic algorithm to get initial value and optimize them by greedy algorithm for reducing compute complexity.
1) BINARY INTEGER PROGRAMMING
Different like, Ruiz-Rivera et al. [19] consider the problem of reducing the number of active links subject to the following constraints: latency between switches and controllers, link utilization and controller load. Considering the Maximum Link Utilization (MLU) when routing demands, the author develop a Binary Integer Program (BIP) to derive the optimal solution for this problem.
2) GENETIC ALGORITHM
Considering that the position of the controller also affects the energy consumption of the network, Hu et al. [59] study the controller placement problem from the perspective of energy consumption. This energy-aware problem is modeled as a binary integer program (BIP) that the energy consumption of the network is minimized under the constraints of control path delay and controller load.
3) GREEDY ALGORITHM
For large network topologies, Fernández-Fernández [60] propose a novel energy-aware mechanism that reduce the time complexity of approach and allow for real-time distribution of traffic demands. In this mechanism, two solution modules are conceived using knowledge of network topology and traffic engineering techniques, to reduce overall power consumption. In addition, the proposed greedy algorithms are able to converge much faster and handle larger network sizes
We investigate and analyze the controller placement techniques for energy consumption. The results are presented in table 10.
VI. MULTI-OBJECTS
In the actual application scenario of SDN, multiple performance metrics are usually selected to solve CPP at the same time, so the CPP problem can also be used as a multi-objective optimization problem [61] - [63] . Since multiple metrics cannot achieve the best synchronously, such as conflicts between energy savings and network performance, the difficulty of multi-objective optimization is how to make a reasonable trade-off between multiple performance metrics. The mathematical expression is as shown in Equation 11 .
where L means latency, R donates reliability, and C represents cost. According to the application scenario, the existing representative algorithm are divided into two categories. Borcoci et al. [61] examined how to solve the CPP problem using multi-criteria optimization algorithms, however there are no specific experimental analysis; Ksentini [37] proposed Bargaining Game, which quantify different metrics into tradable units, to solve the multi-objective optimization problem efficiently. In WANs, in order to improve the solving speed, Ahmadi and Khorramizadeh [62] adopts genetic algorithm which enjoy a greedy algorithm to generate a high-quality initial population and Santos et al. [63] use Adaptive Bacterial Foraging Optimization which customize the chemotaxis steps of ABFO to perform three variations in each iteration time
A. MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION ALGORITHMS
By analyzing some solutions for propagation latency, load and failure, Borcoci et al. [61] demonstrates how multicriteria optimization algorithms can be applied to controller placement problem. The goal is to achieve overall controller placement optimization by applying a multi-standard decision algorithm (MCDA), where the input of the MCDA is a set of candidates (candidate means an instance of controller placement). However, the author only proposed that no specific experimental analysis was given.
B. BARGAINING GAME
Considering three critical objectives of controller placement: (i) the latency and communication overhead between switches and controllers; (ii) the latency and communication overhead between controllers; (iii) the guarantee of load balancing between controllers, Ksentini et al. [37] proposes Bargaining Game, which quantify different metrics into tradable units, to solve the multi-objective optimization problem efficiently.
C. MULTI-START HYBRID NON-DOMINATED SORTING GENETIC ALGORITHM (MHNSGA)
Ahmadi and Khorramizadeh [62] presents a heuristic algorithm called Multi-Start Hybrid Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (MHNSGA) to solve the multi-objective controller placement problem effectively. The presented algorithm requires reasonable memory resource and enjoys a greedy heuristic to generate a high-quality initial population, smart mechanisms to encourage the diversification and intensification, and a new fast Pareto finder. Moreover, a new variant of the problem is developed in which the capacities of controllers and loads of switches are added as constraints.
D. ADAPTIVE BACTERIAL FORAGING OPTIMIZATION
Zhang et al. [63] uses Adaptive Bacterial Foraging Optimization (ABFO) algorithm to solve multi-objective optimization controller placement. The authors customize the chemotaxis steps of ABFO to perform three variations in each iteration time, namely, changes in controller position, changes in the mapping relationship between the controller and switch, and change of the proportion of routing requests from switches processed by the controllers.
We investigate and analyze the controller placement techniques for multi-objects. The results are presented in table 11.
VII. FUTURE WORK
With the gradual deployment and application of SDN in the network, CPP has become a realistic and meaningful research hotspot. The existing research focuses on performance metrics such as latency, reliability, cost, and multiobjective. Despite those efforts, a number of challenges in controller placement remain unaddressed. To encourage more forthcoming research work on this subject, we identify the following issues and possible directions for future research. Although a series of solutions have been proposed for this problem, there are still many key issues to be solved. Next, we will discuss the future research priorities and development trends.
A. EFFICIENT ALGORITHM
The controller placement problem is a variant of facility location, which is known as NP-hard, and solving this problem is very time-consuming. The current main solution is to reduce the search space by network partitioning or find a feasible result by heuristic algorithm. However, it is still a challenging problem considering compute resource limitation and largescale network. In the future, the research on efficient algorithms mainly focuses on online search algorithms, and the goal is to find approximate optimal solutions in a short time. 
B. COST-AWARENESS
Recently, some scholars have begun to pay attention to the cost of controller deployment, but the trade-off between network performance (latency, reliability, etc.) and cost has not been fully evaluated. For example, closing a link at low traffic conditions can save energy, but this operation will inevitably bring some costs. Therefore, in-depth research is needed on the cost issue.
C. VIRTUALIZED CPP
Traditionally, CPP problems have been limited to optimally assigning switches to static physical controllers and placing these controllers on a network topology. However, with the development of NFV technology, virtual controllers can significantly increase the dynamics of network control (Virtualized control plane placement problem: provisioning the control paths and architectures). In this case, it is also important to supply the controller's own requirements as a virtual entity. Future research will need to consider how to configure virtual control charts and additional virtualization support functions such as databases to form a complete distributed virtual control plane.
D. ATTACK-AWARENESS
Due to the rising risk of large human-made security attacks, improving the preparedness of networks to such attacks is becoming a key issue. By studying the importance of nodes in different network topologies, Santos et al. [64] look for the optimal controller deployment location to improve the robustness of the network under targeted attacks, but the current research is important to define nodes. The lack of reasonable basis, experimental verification data homogenization and other issues. In the future, the CPP should be studied from the actual network and combined with the actual attack mode to guide the controller deployment of the real network scenario.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Controller placement problem is a critical hot topic in SDN. Efficient controller placement tries to improve performance metrics, such as latency, reliability, cost and so on. Therefore, the classification of CPP can intuitively understand the concerns of different solutions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first state-of-the-art review on CPP from the perspective of optimized objective. Meanwhile, we also consider the corresponding solution with methods, simulation and application scenario. Further, we give some promising research problems of controller placement problem in the future.
